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PRESIDENT'S CORNER

One year ago Herbert Brach's article about the Strubel appeared
in "Tell" which started a great in-depth look at some unresolved issue about
the actual usage time of these stamps. Now, one year later, in this "Tell",
the continuation of this research is available, truly a great job which
deserves everyone's help who owns Strubels . Mr. Brach's tables are too
extensive to be printed here in detail . If copies are needed of these tables,
please drop me a note.

Please note : according to Harlan Stone's meticulous bookkeeping
of AHPS's affairs, Frank Young, our treasurer, is now tying Mr . Wettach's
record by having started his 13th year of service . Mr. Wettach served as
treasurer and later as president and treasurer in the 50's and later 60's and
70's. Congratulations and thank you!

Please join me to honor Felix Ganz and send a personal
contribution to the Felix Ganz Scholarship Fund, Chicago Musical College
of Roosevelt University, 40030 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
60605 .

U .N. STAMP EXPO 91 will be held at State College, PA
**** October 24-25, 1991 . Prospectus, entry forms or other information
is available through Mr . Asmus, UN Stamp Expo 91/APS, P .O. Box 8000,
State College, PA 16803 . Please note that only exhibits pertaining to the
UN will be accepted.

Everybody enjoys the joint US-Swiss issue to commemorate
Switzerland's 700th anniversary. The effort for the existence of this stamp
dates back to 1985! They originated with the Swiss-American Historical
Society . The US postal administration wanted possible topics such as
"Heidi", "goats and Alphorn", the "Matterhorn" and "Swiss cheese". The
design makes sense if the line 'The two sister Republics" is added . If you
would like to receive one or more envelope(s) with the 700 year logo (in
blue, red and white) and the special U .S./Swiss stamp (to be sent August
1st, 1991 from Chicago), send a check in the amount of $10 each to:
Switzerland 1991 - Chicago Committee, 737 N . Michigan Ave ., #2301,
Chicago, IL 60611-2615.

On one hand, AHPS is doing very well indeed. Look at the
research from Mr. Brach, and the interesting note to the Editor . On the
other hand, l am saddened to tell you there is no editor, no vice-president
and we need to find a replacement for the regional director east's position
to promote AHPS.

James R . (Bud) Fahs offered his resignation as vice-president
which l accepted with regret . He is 73 years of age and feels that he is
better suited for local committee jobs and temporary assignment to the
local stamp show in his home town .
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It is rather difficult to run an interesting society like ours without the
manpower it deserves. The function of the vice-president is to have two
year's training to become president - a valuable time needed for the very
intriguing job of being at the helm of AHPS.

Now for the editor's position -- I received information that AAMS,
German Philatelic Society and the American Association of Philatelic
Exhibitors have all gone to a paid editor in recent years . I feel it is time for
AHPS to do the same, not at full salary range, but well over an expense
account . To assist the editor we need a full time	 advertising manager . The
editor has enough to do without soliciting and billing for ads.

The appointed position of a regional director serves to promote
AHPS in that region . In this case we need to replace Henry Gitner for the
eastern region . Henry Gitner was appointed approximately two years ago
with the understanding that he would only have limited time available for
AHPS. He is freely admitting that this limited time is a whole lot less than
practical and is willing to stay on until a replacement is found . His reason
for having less time than expected is an admirable one, his business is
very good.

I do request for members to step forward to help to run this
society in the true spirit it deserved.

Postmarks
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PTT Library and Documentation + Central Library
of the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies
Most philatelists wish to know more about their stamps than can be learnt from
catalogues . For this purpose they need to have access to the relevant books and
periodicals.
That is why, on the basis of an agreement signed in 1944, the PTT makes available to
the members of the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies its extensive literature and
collection of documents on philately and postal history . The service is provided free of
charge, but the Union contributes to the cost of new acquisitions.
The Philatelic Collection, most of which is in German, French or English, can be roughly
divided into the following categories:

– Books and brochures
– Periodicals
– Catalogues (latest editions cannot be borrowed)
– Auction catalogues (a selection)
– Aerophilatelic literature from the Dr Paganini collection
– Official Post Office publications

Historical records.

Thematically arranged material is shown at large philatelic exhibitions if possible . The
Central Library has no stamp collection, however.

Using the Central Library:

–

	

Literature Monographs and periodicals can be borrowed free of charge,
provided they are not unique copies or particularly valuable
documents . Lending service to other countries is available
only over a public library accepting inter-library borrowing
requests.

–

	

Documentation The Centrar Library keeps reference lists of important articles
from periodicals. Only a limited amount of research can be
done to answer enquiries. To avoid delays, philatelists are
advised to do their own research at the Library in Berne,
using its reference lists and documents.

– Catalogues and lists For economic reasons, no general catalogues are produced,
but it is possible to print out bibliographies . In addition, a list
of the year's new acquisitions can be purchased at cost price.

PTT Library and Documentation
Viktoriastrasse 21, CH—3030 Berne

Open:
Monday—Friday : 8 .30—11 .15 a .m./2 .00—4.30 p .m.
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Helvetia in America, 1938-1990

A History of Philatelic Societies for Collectors of Switzerland

by Harlan F . Stone

Editor's note : This history is a revised and expanded version of the
original one published as part of the AHPS cumulative index to Tell and its
predecessor journals from 1938 to 1985.

Forward : A history of philatelic organizations for collectors of Switzerland
in the United States falls naturally into three phases : 1938 to 1957, when
the original Helvetia Society thrived ; 1967 to 1974, when two groups tried
to reestablish a national organization ; and from 1975, when a merger led
to the present flourishing American Helvetia Philatelic Society.

In the following account, the emphasis in all three periods is on the
presidents and editors of these different societies . More than any other
individuals, they provided the skills and vitality that have enabled these
volunteer organizations to serve collectors of Switzerland in North America
for nearly a half century.

I : The original Helvetia Society for Collectors of Switzerland was
organized on Feb. 28, 1938, in the Philadelphia home of Gustave A . von
Gross, who later became curator of the former National Philatelic Museum
in that city . The two other collectors who had helped him nurture the idea
of a club were Jacques Kilcher of Atlantic City, N .J ., and Henry Salisbury
of Brooklyn, N .Y. The nine founders also included three members of the
Buser family : Edward "Pops" Buser Sr., Eddie Buser Jr . and his wife
Sophie, all New York stamp dealers specializing in Switzerland . Eddie and
Sophie's roster of customers provided the names for recruiting members.
Mr. Kilcher, elected president, served four years.

A velvet skull cap embroidered with the Swiss shield and the famous
Edelweiss mountain flower became the society's unofficial emblem.
According to one of the first rules, a member had to pay a fine if he forgot
to wear his cap to a meeting . The colorful caps made Helvetians
conspicuous at philatelic banquets along the East Coast during the
following decades.

Perhaps the single most important factor in the sure, quick growth of the
society was the appointment of Mr. von Gross as editor of the Helvetia
Bulletin, a publication that began appearing bimonthly almost immediately.
For ten years, through 1947, Mr . von Gross rolled from his typewriter one
article after another on all phases of Swiss stamps and history, and spaced
them in the Bulletin with business reports, social notes and gentle chidings.
In short, he wrote, edited and published the Bulletin for a decade almost
by himself, usually 10 or 11 issues a year. Truly a man of many talents, he
also served as president for six years, beginning in 1942.

This is not to say no contributors came forward to help Mr . von Gross fill
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the Bulletin . There were, however, only a few, but the consistency with
which their by-lines appeared in the Bulletin during the editorships of Mr.
von Gross and his successors made the contributions of these writers to
the society's life blood most conspicuous . They were, in the beginning,
Mr. Salisbury who wrote about the classic cantonal stamps, and George
W. Caldwell in Pennsylvania who write about everything from hotel post
stamps to proofs and essays . Later came Dr. Max Kronstein of New York,
a researcher particularly of first flights, and Nick Augustin of Milwaukee, a
devotee of early postal history . Still later appeared Mrs . Buser, whose
articles covered mainly the 19th and early 20th century stamps, and Mrs.
Edith M. Faulstich of Yonkers, N .Y., whose specialty of pre-stamp covers
didn't prevent her from delving into numerous modern byways as well.
The most prolific author turned out to be Mr . Caldwell, who contributed not
only to the Bulletin until the end of its life, but to more than half a dozen
other philatelic journals until his death in 1967.

During the early years the society's members entered club exhibits in the
BEPEX (Bergen County, N .J .), ATEX (Atlantic City), STAMPEX (Newark,
N.J .) and SEPAD (Southeastern Pennsylvania and Delaware) exhibitions
and walked off with a consecutive string of first prizes . Even more exciting
was the 1947 CIPEX (Centenary International Philatelic Exhibition) in New
York, when about a dozen members served on different arrangement
committees, and the Swiss government's exhibit mounted on a conveyer
belt delighted the crowds . The court of honor included a 10-frame display
of classic Swiss stamps from Eddie Buser Jr ., an anonymous substitute for
the collection of the famous philatelist Alfred Lichtenstein, who had died
shortly before CIPEX opened . This display became the basis for a
noncompetitive Helvetia exhibit including every Swiss stamp at the Garfield-
Perry Stamp Club's annual show in Cleveland in 1948 . But the most
famous Helvetia display undoubtedly occurred in 1949 when the former
National Philatelic Museum in Philadelphia held an all-Swiss exhibit for a
month. A total of 28 members of the society provided all the material,
enough to fill 2,544 pages in 159 frames.

The remarkable displays of the Helvetians attracted attention . In 1941
"Calling All Stamp Collectors," a radio program, interviewed several society
members . The magazine Stamps devoted five issues to Swiss philatelic
articles written by the members during the early 1940's . Harry Lindquist,
the magazine's publisher, interviewed members on his "Saturday Morning
Stamp Club" radio program in 1948 . The Collectors Club in New York
invited the society to present four club programs on Swiss philately, in
1941, 1943, 1944 and 1950.
The increasing publicity attracted enough new members to enable the

society to start forming branches centered around enthusiastic groups of
Helvetians living in different states . The Northern New Jersey Branch
appeared first in 1946, following by the Philadelphia Branch in 1947. A
spurt of activity in 1949 brought forth the New York, Albany and Detroit
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Branches . The high mark occurred in 1950 with the formation of the
Chicago (Mid-West) Branch. The society's annual meetings and dinners,
held in different New York and New Jersey restaurants and private clubs,
became the focal point of its social activities. Distant members who
managed to show up were showered with attention . The society also
occasionally called special "national" meetings in conjunction with large
Eastern exhibitions that were likely to attract members from several states.

Meanwhile, Jack Brupbacher of New Jersey became president of the
society in 1948 and, following the precedent set by Mr. von Gross, also
inherited the position of editor of the Bulletin . He gamely agreed to take
on the second position even though he was only a hunt-and-peck typist.
He held both posts for three years . Mrs. Buser, also a New Jersey
resident, took over as president-editor in 1951 . A 13-part series of articles
on all major early issues of Swiss stamps, written especially for beginning
collectors, was one of her most noteworthy accomplishments. During the
second year she let the society, membership reached its high point of 162
active members.

But also in 1952 the society lost its Albany branch, which disbanded
when its handful of collectors ran out of Swiss material to show one
another and formed a more general club to bring in collectors of other
countries . Henry Gieffers of New Jersey, Mrs . Buser's successor as
president and editor, served in 1953 and 1954 . Original articles from the
members proved to be particularly scarce during this period, and he
reprinted some that had appeared in the Bulletin in the early years. In
1955 the Chicago Branch fell inactive because of its lack of a regular place
to meet.

The society's last national president and editor was Mrs . Faulstich, who
brought professional writing talents to the Bulletin in 1955 and 1956 . She
added illustrations, advertisements and more pages. Her first pictures
showed not stamps but society members in convivial groups at an annual
meeting . During her first year the society signed up 41 new members,
reversing a three-year trend, and almost reached the level of membership
it had attained in 1952 . Rising costs, however, forced Mrs. Faulstich to
discontinue the illustrations and limit the Bulletin to an average of eight
pages a month in 1956.

Like all the presidents-editors before her, Mrs . Faulstich found the work
demanding and time-consuming. And when, like her predecessors, she
turned down another nomination, there was no one else willing to lead the
society. The Helvetians adjourned their January 1957 annual meeting
without a president, and that action left them with no editor as well . The
Bulletin disappeared and with it the society's most important link among
its widely spread members . Although the society had issued only 405
membership cards during its 19 years, it had created a philatelic presence
much larger than its physical size.

II : But the old Helvetia Society didn't completely disintegrate. The
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Northern New Jersey Branch continued under its local officers to hold
monthly meetings for a while, until it lost its meeting place . Even then the
members hung on to an annual Christmas dinner in a local restaurant.
Their yearly discussions of future plans at these social gatherings finally
developed into the election of George H . Wettach of New Jersey as
president and the resumption of monthly meetings in 1967. Both earlier
and later, Mr . Wettach served as treasurer of the original Helvetia Society,
the reborn society and the present American Helvetia Philatelic Society --
a total of 13 years, a record that will stand as the longest length of service
in elected positions until 1992 . Next year the current treasurer, Frank
Young of New York State, will begin his 14th year in that position.

After Mr . Wettach served a year and a half as president, Helvetia elected
Harlan F . Stone of New Jersey, the only teenage member of the old group,
to succeed him in mid-1968 for three years . Following the tradition of
previous presidents, Mr . Stone also assumed the duties of editor in 1969
for six years. Initially he issued a modest monthly newsletter called
Helvetia, a single sheet that went to the two dozen members who came
not only from all over Northern New Jersey, but also from Philadelphia and
New York City for the meetings in Fair Lawn, N .J. The older members
sometimes regaled the younger ones with stories of the old society . Velvet
skull caps even reappeared . But the main attraction was the monthly
programs, including Swiss philatelic talks and displays by members and
guests, swap sessions, and sales circuit books. For an entire decade the
society offered high-quality programs ten months a year.

By 1970 Helvetia began to take steps to attract a national membership
again. It changed its name to the Helvetia Philatelic Society, then added
"of America" at the suggestion of the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great
Britain . The newsletter began to include articles . Sixteen members
displayed 320 pages and three members spoke at a meeting of the
Collectors Club in New York. Helvetia also began to offer special prizes
for Swiss exhibits, distinctive medals struck in Switzerland showing William
Tell and his son. At the annual BEPEX, members won the best club exhibit
trophy six years in a row, from 1967 to 1972 . Membership approached
200 throughout North America.

Meanwhile, Herbert E . DuRussel, a Long Island stamp dealer, a
descendant of the designer of Switzerland's postage due stamps, formed
a new group called the Swiss-American Stamp Society in 1970 . His
bimonthly publication, the Helvetia Herald, attracted a mostly different
nationwide following . Jan Donker of Massachusetts organized local
meetings in the homes of Boston area members . In the fall of 1972, SASS
introduced a sales circuit with Felix Ganz of Chicago as organizer and
manager. When SASS membership reached nearly 200, Mr. DuRussel
found he could no longer lead the society alone and called for an election
of officers. Mr. Donker became president in 1973. Later that year, Mr.
DuRussel also relinquished his editorship to Robert T . Clark of Texas . Mr.
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Donker and Mr . Clarke served SASS in these offices through 1974.
The leaders of Helvetia, seeking unity as the two groups both tried to

expand nationally, proposed a merger in 1970 . A year later Helvetia joined
SASS as its New Jersey Chapter . SASS organized a short-lived New York
Chapter with active Helvetia participation, and the two groups shared a
society booth at the American Stamp Dealers Association show in New
York's Madison Square Garden . In 1972 the New Jersey Chapter hosted
a SASS meeting at SOJEX in Atlantic City . But these attempts failed to
unify the two organizations, and they drifted apart, each pursuing its own
program.

Stephen M. Pomex of New York City, president of Helvetia from mid-1971
to the end of 1973, organized its first monthly mail auction, comprising
more than 200 lots. The expanding Helvetia journal changed its name to
the Helvetia Alphorn. The Collectors Club in New York invited the society
to present another program in 1974 . Helvetia elected its first three
honorary life members. It cited Sophie and Eddie Buser Jr., in retirement,
for their lifetime contributions to Helvetia as founders, advisors and, in Mrs.
Buser's case, officer and editor . It also cited Ernest A. Kehr of New York
City for his promotion of Swiss collecting in the United States as the official
representative of the Swiss PTT and the author of many philatelic articles
on Switzerland.

III : Another proposal for the merger of Helvetia and SASS, from
Helvetia member Robert C . Ross of New Jersey in 1974, led to the
appointment of a study committee and a concerted effort . Mr. Ross, a
lawyer, prepared by-laws, which the members of both organizations voted
overwhelmingly to accept . The subsequent merger on Jan . 1, 1975,
created the American Helvetia Philatelic Society . AHPS brought significant
benefits to all, since it included the sales circuits from SASS and the mail
auctions from Helvetia. With a membership of some 400, which soon rose
to 500, AHPS immediately became the largest Swiss specialty group
outside Switzerland . Mr. Ross became an honorary life member for his
leading role in bringing the two groups together.

A careful division of officers among former SASS and Helvetia members
led to the election of Mr. Donker as president for 1975 and 1976, and the
appointment of Mr. Clarke as editor of the new monthly journal called Tell
through April 1976. The journal's felicitous name was further evidence of
the skill of Mr . Ganz with words. A contributor to both the earlier Helvetia
Alphorn and Helvetia Herald, he was a prolific writer on Swiss philatelic
subjects. A one-time Helvetia writer's award, $100 donated by an
anonymous member of the former Helvetia group, was awarded by AHPS
to Mr. Ganz for his long serial "Postal Cancellations and Markings in
Switzerland and Liechtenstein ." At the time of the award, this study had
appeared in 47 installments in the Helvetia Herald and Tell . The series
finally ended after 91 installments . Honorary life memberships jumped
from four to seven late in 1975 with the elections of Mr. Donker, Mr. Clarke
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and Mr. Ganz for their leadership roles that helped AHPS achieve a strong
start after the merger.

Beginning in 1975, AHPS members contributed up to a dozen articles to
the annual issue of Linn's Stamp News devoted to Swiss philately . This
outpouring proved to be one of the most effective means to recruit new
members and to maintain the society's rolls at or near 500 . With the
exception of 1980, AHPS supported this Linn's special issue as a major
project through 1982, the last year Linn's sponsored special subject issues.

AHPS also began organizing study groups in 1975 . With their own
newsletters, these groups focused on postal history, prisoner internment
mail during World Wars I and Il, philatelic literature, revenue stamps and
Liechtenstein . AHPS itself became an affiliate of the American Philatelic
Society and a member of the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies . Although
the study groups gradually fell inactive by the later 1980's, there was one
very strong exception : Liechtenstein. Organized by Max Rheinberger of
Minnesota, who published a quarterly newsletter, it quickly attracted more
than 150 members.

The widely scattered AHPS membership found it even more difficult to
maintain local chapters . The Boston group, which became a New England
Chapter, held primarily social meetings on a periodic basis in members'
homes for several years . The Northern New Jersey group eventually fell
inactive as well when only about five members consistently attended
meetings due to a lack of organized programs . At least two attempts to
form a Midwest group based in Chicago failed . In 1982 members in the
Washington and Baltimore area did succeed in starting a Chesapeake Bay
Chapter, but it too lasted only a few years.

A very successful program of slide shows began in 1975 with Mr. Stone's
preparation of "Switzerland : A Panorama of Its Postal History and Stamps,"
which AHPS officially introduced at Interphil, the 1976 international show
in Philadelphia . Additional slide shows illustrated the Strubel issues,
insects on Pro Juventute stamps, the St . Gotthard Railway, the importance
of imperforate margins and well-placed cancels in collecting Swiss stamps,
and Swiss postal stationery, with Mr . Ganz contributing the last three
topics. Howard A . Bauman, slide programs chairman during the 1980's,
provided the impetus for this expansion.

In 1977 and 1978 Mr . Ganz served as president . Mr. Ross, editor since
May 1976, stayed on for the same term . During this period the society
began to hold truly national conventions every 12 to 18 months, with the
first at MILCOPEX (Milwaukee) in 1978. Subsequent conventions took
place at SEPAD (Philadelphia) in 1979, ARIPEX (Phoenix) in 1981,
CHICAGOPEX in 1982, the Philatelic Show (Boston) in 1983 and SESCAL
(Los Angeles) in 1985 . These gatherings featured competitive exhibits, the
Swiss-designed Helvetia medals, slide shows and special cacheted covers
mailed to all members . After Charles J . LaBlonde of Massachusetts won
the first national competition, Mr Stone won the next five, retiring the initial
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grand award, a hand-colored antique map of Switzerland, along the way.

A period of editorial crisis developed in 1979, when AHPS elected Robert
G. Zeigler of Illinois president for a two-year term . The previous officers
could find no one willing to volunteer for Tell . Luckily the society
persuaded Mr. Ganz to add temporary editing to his numerous writing
projects for a year. After only a six-month tenure by Paul J . Ickeringill of
New York State as permanent editor in the first half of 1980, Mr . Zeigler
took over the editorship himself, but it was again Mr . Ganz who enabled
the society to publish a gigantic single issue covering September to
December 1980 . Out of his typewriter flowed articles, translations, reviews
and commentary, enough to fill this special issue almost single-handedly.

With the election of Mr . Stone as president for 1981 and 1982, Keith
Schall of Virginia became editor, but only until August 1982 . Once more
Mr. Ganz filled in, from September to December, enabling AHPS to
maintain the continuity of its essential journal as the most important
membership benefit . A request by the weekly newspaper Stamp Collector
led to the inauguration of a periodic column called "Alpine Album" by AHPS
secretary Richard T. Hall of Maryland on modern Swiss philatelic subjects.
As the annual Linn's articles had beforehand, this column showed that the
society contained ample writing talent, even though the pages of Tell
sometimes starved . Mr. Stone, after leaving office, became AHPS publicity
chairman and awards chairman ; and in 1985 the society named him its
eighth honorary life member for his contributions over many years.

Under Dale R . Eggen of New Jersey, president for 1983 and 1984, Henry
Ratz of California became editor, changed Tell to a bimonthly schedule,
increased its pages per issue, and reestablished it as a significant journal.
His issues received a vermeil medal at the CHICAGOPEX 1984 literature
competition . Through the efforts of Mr . Eggen, a group of members and
non-members proficient in German translated for Tell the 71 pages of
introductory chapters in the Swiss-published handbook on the Standing
Helvetia stamps. As chairman of the literature research group, Mr . Eggen
also led preparation of a comprehensive bibliography of all articles in the
journals of the U .S. Swiss-collecting groups from 1938 to 1985 . A major
achievement as president was his ability to enroll many volunteers in these
and other projects.

Mr. LaBlond became the first holdover president since the merger of the
two Swiss collector groups in 1975, serving from 1985 to 1988 since no
other member stepped forward to run after his first term. Earlier in the
1980s Mr . LaBlonde had chaired the postal history study group, writing a
newsletter for a small but devoted following . He subsequently became an
accredited philatelic judge, along with two other AHPS members, Mr.
Zeigler and Mr . Ganz (who also qualified to judge literature) . During Mr.
LaBlonde's presidency, Steve P . Turchik of California became editor for
nearly three years, followed by Steven S . Weston of California.
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In 1986 AHPS selected Mrs . E. J. Rawnsley, long-time editor and
secretary of the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain, for its ninth
honorary life membership . For more than two decades Mrs . Rawnsley had
assisted American collectors by providing back issues of her society's
newsletter and trading editorial material with the editors of the American
groups. In 1988 AHPS successfully nominated Mr. Ganz for election to the
American Philatelic Society's National Philatelic Writers Hall of Fame . In
addition to his voluminous writing for Tell and its predecessors, Mr. Ganz
was noted in Swiss collecting circles for his co-authorship of two editions
of Perfins of Switzerland. The listings of his articles filled six pages in the
AHPS 1938-85 cumulative index.

The year 1988 also marked the 50th anniversary of the founding of the
original U .S. group for collectors of Switzerland in Philadelphia . AHPS
chose the annual SEPAD show, the closest to that city, for special
convention observances . Mrs. Buser, the only one among the nine
founders still living, attended from New Jersey as a guest of honor at a
special luncheon. Still active in the society, she brought "mint" copies of
a 1947 issue of the magazine USA-Switzerland, devoted to articles on
Swiss stamps, from her stored supply as souvenirs for all those present.

At the international show AMERIPEX in Chicago, both AHPS and its
Liechtenstein study group held programs. AHPS hosted a talk by a
leading Swiss collector and philatelic official at one meeting and introduced
its slide show on Swiss postal history at a second . The director of the
Liechtenstein PTT addressed the study group at its first national gathering.
AHPS also staffed a society information booth . When AHPS resumed its
open exhibit competitions after AMERIPEX, Ralph B . Soderberg of
Michigan dethroned Mr, Stone, winning three grand awards in a row at
SUNPEX (Sunnyvale, CA) in 1987, SEPAD (Valley Forge, PA) in 1988 and
INDYPEX (Indianapolis) in 1989 . This victorious string enabled him to retire
the second AHPS grand award, a Swiss cross in stained glass.

When Mr. Ratz became president in 1989, Mr. Weston continued as
editor, utilizing a desktop publishing system to give Tell a most
professional appearance . His facility with a computer helped earn the
journal a vermeil medal at the APS STaMpsHOW in 1989 . Mr. Ratz,
however, was the primary mover behind the November 1990 issue devoted
to article with basic information for novice collectors of Switzerland . He
also edited this issue, following the sudden resignation of Mr . Weston who,
like previous editors, found the job too much for one person.

The major contributors to the special issue, which bore the first cover in
color, were Mr. Ganz and Mr. Zeigler. Both created easily understood
descriptions of the attractions and complexities of the country's major
stamp issues . Sadly, this Tell also contained a memorial for Mr . Ganz, who
had died unexpectedly two months earlier, leaving unfinished his 20-year
research study of the evolution of every Swiss postal canceling device,
which he was preparing for publication .
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List 1 : Helvetia in. America

Society_Presidentsand Editors, 1938-1991

Presidents	 Editor

Helvetia Socie

	

for Collectors of Switzerland

	

(Helvetia)

Jacques Kilcher

	

1938-1941

	

Gustave A .

	

von Gross 1938-1947

Gustave A .

	

von Gross

	

1942-1947

Jack Brupbacher

	

1948-1950

	

Jack Brupbacher 1948-1950

Sophie Buser

	

1951-1952

	

Sophie Buser 1951-1952

Henry Gieffers

	

1953-1954

	

Henry Geiffers 1953-1954

Edith M .

	

Faulstich

	

1955-1956

	

Edith M .

	

Faulstich 1955-1/1957

Helvetia Philatelic Society of America

	

(Helvetia)

George H . Wettach

	

1967-6/1968

Harlan F .

	

Stone

	

7/1968-6/1971

	

Harlan F .

	

Stone 1969-1974

Stephen M .

	

Pomex

	

7/1971-1973

Edward S . Hochuli

	

1974

Swiss-American. Stamp Society (SASS)

Herbert E . DuRussel 1970-1972 Herbert E .

	

DuRussel 3/1970-9/1973

Jan Donker 1973-1974 Robert T .

	

Clarke 11/1973-1974

American Helvetia Philatelic Society (AHPS)

Jan Donker 1975-1976 Robert T .

	

Clarke 1975-4/1976

Felix Ganz 1977-1978 Robert C .

	

Ross 5/1976-1978

Robert

	

G .

	

Zeigler 1979-1980 Felix Ganz 1979

Paul

	

J .

	

Ickeringill 1/1980-6/1980

Robert G .

	

Zeigler 9/1980-12/1980

Harlan F . Stone 1981-1982 Keith Schall 1981-8/1982

Felix Ganz 9/1982-12/1982

Dale R .

	

Eggen 1983-1984 Henry Ratz 1983-1984

Charles

	

J .

	

LaBlonde 1985-1986 Steve P .

	

Turchik 1985-10/1987

Charles

	

J .

	

LaBlonde 1987-1988 Steven S . Weston 11/1987-6/1990

Henry Ratz 1989-1990 Henry Ratz 7/1990-2/1991

Mario Wiedenmeier 1991- Mario Wiedenmeier 3/ 1991-

Honorary Life Members

Sophie Buser 1974 Robert T .

	

Clarke 1975

Eddie Buser Jr . 1974 Felix Ganz 1975

Ernest A . Kehr 1974 Harlan F .

	

Stone 1985

Robert

	

C .

	

Ross 1975 Mrs .

	

E .

	

J .

	

Rawnsley 1986

Jan Donker 1975 Charles J .

	

LaBlonde 1989
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STRUBEL USAGE PERIODS - AN UPDATE
Herbert Brach

In the May 1990 issue of 'Tell" a preliminary listing of usage dates for the
various Strubel issues was published, accompanied by a request to the
membership to supply dates from their own holdings in an attempt to make
this as complete a study as had ever been undertaken.

Only fourteen AHPS members responded to the call but they supplied not
only hundreds of dates but provided an unanticipated degree of
cooperation by sending in stamps with critical dates for examination ; some
even sent their entire holdings . We all owe them a debt of gratitude.

As a result, I have had an opportunity to examine well over 1,800 Strubels
since publication of the original article. The body of the date tabulation
now contains just under 1,300 solid dates ; hundreds of additional dates
which were made available were not used, because continuity of use had
already been established and these dates were thus redundant ; this was
particularly true of the "G" series printings of the last Bern period.

As before, the tables below are shown in an abbreviated version, with
only the first and last dates of continuous use shown . Any gap in
observed usage of three months or more is indicated by an asterisk.

Any dates shown that are earlier than first known use dates, as published
in Zumstein's Specialized Catalogue of 1982, are fully documented, with
photocopies in my hands, or appear published in Hans F . Hunziker's
"Strubel" book . References for such dates, for which a special line was
provided in the tables, are footnoted.

ANALYSIS : The survey, in spite of large numbers of dates recorded and
solid advances made, is obviously still far from a finished work . Fifteen
AHPS members (counting myself) out of more than 490 got involved; that
just is not good enough.

Early Dates : Nine dates differing from Zumstein's first known use dates
were found in the survey. Zumstein's early dates for the thin-paper
"emergency" issues were found to be especially shaky.
Other Zumstein first use dates seem to have been put in question

because of significant discrepancies between them and earliest use dates
found in the survey. Among these :

Zumstein Survey Discrepancy
o 23C 31 .Dec .55 3.May .56 4 months
o 26C 17.Feb .55 15.Feb .56 12 months
o 22D ? .Jan .56 8.Apr .56 3 months
o 27D ?.56 1 .Jun.57 6 months +
0 27E ? .57 2.Mar .58 3 months +
o 25F 27.Jun.56 5.Jun .57 11 months +

22G 7.Apr .58 1 .Dec.58 8 months
o 25G 26.Aug.57 23.Jan .58 5 months
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I do not mean to imply that earlier use dates than those found in the
survey will not surface eventually, but it is curious that such discrepancies
persist even after more than 3,300 Strubels were examined for dates . For
the stamps issued in 1855 and 1856, covers with early dates may be hard
to come by, but in the case of 22G and 25G I find an explanation hard to
find.

For some stamps for which Zumstein provides no first dates of use, or
only sketchy ones, we can now provide interim early dates ; these are, of
course, subject to change. They are:

23Cb 5 .Jul .56 o

	

23F 22.Jul .56
o 23Cc 30.Jun.57 24G 26.Jul.57
o 23Cd-f 6.Jan.58 26G 22.Feb .60

27D 1 .Jun.57
Some early dates found are beginning to provide answers to some
riddles which faced us at the onset of the survey:
o The onset of the various printings of 23C is beginning to fall into place
o The earliest date of use for 24F is shown to have been earlier than

listed, thus con-firming our suspicion that such had to be the case.
The evidence of a predominance of grill cancels to be found on this
stamp had led to the original supposition.

o 25F, on the other hand, appears not to have been issued until a year
later than originally postulated by Zumstein . This confirms Hunziker's
statement exactly.

o The first date of use which we found for 26G, which is 22 .Feb.60
(Zumstein shows no first date) also confirms our suspicion that the
onset of this printing was much later than previously assumed . This
late first date explains the appearance of new printings of 26C as late
as early 1860.

LIFE OF USE: While we are still saddled with an unexpectedly large
number of gaps, definite use patterns are beginning to emerge . One of my
hopes, that the establishment of reliable use times may provide an auxiliary
tool for the identification of the various Strubel printings, is beginning to be
realized . The accompanying Figure 1, in which use times are separated
by denominations in graphic form, should serve to illustrate theusefulness
of the concept.

By consulting the graph, anybody looking at a 10 Rappen Strubel with an
October 1858 date cancel, knows he is looking at a 23C . Were the date
October 1859, the stamp could be either 23C or 23G and a look at the
thread color would quickly decide the issue. Because of page size
limitation, the scale in which Figure 1 is drawn is not satisfactory for
anything but a general overview . In future articles, the scale of the graph
can be blown up and focus on particular periods in order to highlight
specific problem times, or on specific issues or yet on particular denomi-
nations at a crucial period . When such graphs are combined with the
published transfer dates of stamps from the Berne Mint to the Post Office,
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sizes of particular issues can be determined and light shed on some of the
mysteries of the whys and whens of different printings.
Length of life: Regarding the length of life of usage, we met some

surprises and confirmed some earlier held assumptions . The longest use
l ife was enjoyed by 27C with a whopping 8 years and 5 months of
recorded dates ; the shortest was that of 22Aa, for which we show only 10
months of use. A list of the strubels with the longest use life is topped by
the following:

o 27C 101 months o 22D 57 month
27D 72 months 26C 56 month

o 25G 66 months o 23G 50 month
24G 60 months

Note the unexpected longevity of 22D and 26C which, it is now clear, led
to the large number of different printings of these two stamps. The reason
that the same phenomenon is not observed with the 1 Franc stamps is that
each delivery lasted a long time due to their restricted use . The last Berne
period "G" printings (which we expected to lead the longevity parade),
were printed so routinely on the mechanical press with the reset cliches,
that no obviously observable differences can be noted which would lead
to a separation into various printings.

Missing dates : In gathering the data that underlie both the Tables and
Figure 1, we observed a phenomenon that we are unable to explain, an
unexpected dearth of 1856 cancellation dates. We recorded far fewer
dates for that year than for any other 12-months period of the Strubel
history. As a consequence, we sorely need help to establish continuity of
use of the following denominations:
o 5 Rappen : July, August and September of 1856 (22A, 22B, 22C, 22D

or 22F).
o 20 Rappen: January, February, June, July, November and December

of 1856 (25B)
o 40 Rappen: April and October of 1856 (26A, 26A, 26C).
The overwhelming majority of stamps used in that period was, of course,
cancelled with grill cancels and we are greatly dependent on covers to get
reliable data, but the same problem holds true for 1854, 1855 and early
1857 for which period we did not experience a problem of lack of dates,
with the sole exception of the 1 Franc value ; here we need:
o 1 Franc: September, October, November and December of 1855

January, February, March and May of 1857.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT : The following fellow members are owed thanks

for their help : Jim Bishop, Robert Bausch, Dr. Robert Chaplin, GustavCzar
Jr., Bob Gleichenhaus, Bob Grosso, Roger Heath, Walter Herget, Hugh
Laurence, Lincoln McArthur, Henry Ratz, Hans Schwarzenbach, Paul
Wilkinson, Bob Zeigler . We also wish to thank Mr . H.L. Katcher and Mr.
E .L. Chalfant for large numbers of stamps unselfishly provided for study
and recording.
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INVITATION : Finally, for those of you who have not yet had a chance
to help, but would like to, l want to extend an invitation to join this survey.
Any project that warrants doing at all, is worth doing well . The only way
this one will be done well is if everybody joins . It is within our grasp to
assemble the most solid data base ever put together on the use dates of
Strubels. Once that is accomplished, the doors to all sorts of research will
be opened, which is an exciting prospect . To have any meaning, the
accuracy of the survey must be unassailable . To insure this, l want to
repeat the two basic rules that were strictly observed so far and which
should continue to be observed:
o Do not report dates for stamps when you have the slightest doubt

about their classification (please send me such stamps for
examination).

o Do not report dates where any guessing as to month or year is
involved due to an unclear strike ; if only the day of the month is

unclear, please show that as a question mark.
Of particular interest are those dates that are earlier than the earliest, or
later than the latest dates shown in the tables ; also, any dates falling
between the dates bracketing any asterisk.

We wish you good hunting ; we need your help! Herbert Brach 13803
Crown Bluff San Antonio, TX 78216
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Mario Wiedenmeier

Errata : The January Tell, page 14 contains an error which was copied from
the "Standing Helvetia Handbook," please exchange 95A with 95B.

Just in . Herbert Brach informs us that "a letter from Cossonay to Orbe,
dated August 20th, 1856, franked with a 23E has received a certificate
(#B/15680) from Zumstein & Cie ., pronouncing stamp, cancel and franking
as genuine, with the following notation: 'Earliest known date of use up to
now' ." Such meticulous research deserves such great finds!
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR . ..

Dear Editor:
Recently a dealer sent me a few Strubels and had trouble cataloging

them properly . He asked me to pay 50% of catalog for them, one of which
he identified as No . 21 (Scott) or 23B (Zum) . Since the stamp was so
attractive, I wanted to buy it but thought that it might be Scott No . 16
(Z.23A) for which I would be paying a very hefty premium.

I sent this stamp to a fellow AHPS member who has taught me a great
deal and asked him to help me identify it . In the meantime, I paid the
dealer for everything else and told him I was not sure whether the stamp
was 23A or 23B. I also pointed out that he had miscataloged another
stamp for which I paid him a higher price than he had expected . In time,
I received a reply from both the dealer and my friend to whom I had sent
the stamp.

Here is what developed! The dealer said "Thank you for your honesty
and help. Pay for the stamp on the basis it is the cheaper one regardless
of your friend's finding".

Now here is the exciting story that came from my friend (not in its
entirety):
"Bob, the stamp is 23Ac (Zum) . But what is very remarkable about this
stamp is the cancel . Not only are circular date stamps unusual for the
period (they were not supposed to be used to cancel the stamp) but blue
cancels are rarer and, what is the most remarkable thing is that the cancel
is from Andermatt . Totally aside from the fact that the cancel (listed in
Emmenegger) is known to have been used only in 1866 on perforated
sitting Helvetias, it was not listed at all as having been used with blue ink!"
The stamp was cancelled January, 1855.

He then states : "If you have ever been in Andermatt, you would realize
what a daunting prospect it must have been to get any mail out at the
height of winter, in January 1855! Andermatt is almost totally ringed in by
mountains . To get out of Andermatt to the west, you have to scale the
Furka Pass ; to the east, the Oberalp Pass; and to the south, the St.
Gotthard Pass . None of these, I would venture to bet, was open to any
kind of regular traffic (even by foot) in the winter of 1854/55 . The only way
out, and that must have been tenuous, was to the North, through the
Schollenen Gorge (formed by the river Reuss) toward Altdorf and from
there either to Luzern or Zurich. I am not a specialist in the field of cancel
usage, but my guess would be that this cancel, on a Strubel in wintertime,
must be extremely rare . . . .".

Wow, what a story from a modest fellow who says he is not an expert!!
Acquiring a beautiful stamp in superb condition is exciting to me, but then
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to romanticize of how and when it was used adds significantly more to the
fun of collecting . My wife and I are now considering a tour of Switzerland
in 1992. (Our plans are made for 1991 .)

In conclusion, I want to say that being a member of AHPS has added
greatly to my enjoyment and knowledge of collecting stamps of
Switzerland . And I want to stress that my membership in AHPS has also
enabled me to meet several very helpful, wonderful people (my mail) who
have greatly contributed to my enjoyment of collecting stamps.

Bob Grasso

Exhibit Awards

	

Harlan F . Stone

James A. Anderson, Sitting Helvetia, VAPEX (Virginia Beach), vermeil, APS
Pre-1900, AAPE (presentation).

Felix Ganz, Postal Cards, SEPAD (Philadelphia area), silver.

Charles J . LaBlonde, Geneva Postal History 1750-1870, Helvetia Geneva,
silver-bronze.

Ralph B . Soderberg, Sitting Helvetia, Helvetia Geneva, gold;
Standing Helvetia, Helvetia Geneva, large vermeil.

Harlan F . Stone, Cantonal Domestic Services, 1803-1860s, NOJEX, vermeil.
Stamp-Imprinted Envelopes, NAPEX (Washington), vermeil, Marcus White
(best stationery) ; BALPEX (Baltimore), vermeil, Marcus White, AAPE;
SEPAD, gold, Helvetia, UPSS (best foreign stationery) ; National (New
York), gold . Sitting Helvetia, Helvetia Geneva, vermeil ; National, grand,
APS Pre-1900.

Pos tma rks
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AHPS AUCTION COMMENTS

The next AHPS Mail Auction is planned for July, 1991.
At this date only a few lots are on hand for that auction
so much will depend on members who can send material for
the auction . Lots must be received prior to May 15 in or-
der to be included in that auction . Please include with
your lots proper identification and your assessment of the
condition of the items.

Elsewhere in this issue of TELL are the prices realized
for Auction 89 and 90 . Again, thanks to those who

participated in the Donation Auction. Remainder lots will be in-
cluded in a subsequent AHPS Mail Auction.

Vinal Grim
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ANOTHER BRIGHT IDEA -- POSTCARDS!

Who knows who invented the postcard?

	

Al Altwegg

Today, few people know anything about the history of the postcard.
Even stamp collectors who know all about how postage stamps were
invented have no idea where the bright idea for the postcard came from.

But it was not always thus . In fact, during the early days of postcards --
or "postal cards", as many American philatelic collectors call them (cards
with stamps imprinted on them), or "government post cards" as the non-
philatelic general public usually calls them -- the question of who first had
the idea for the postal card was a subject for considerable controversy.
For some three decades, the debate raged in small circles.

Was it State Secretary Dr . Heinrich Von Stephan of the Prussian postal
system, who had proposed something very similar to the government
postcard at a postal conference in Karlsruhe in the year 1865?

Or was it Dr. Emanuel Hermann, advisor to the Austrian royal court and
a professor at the Polytechnic Institute in Vienna, who wrote an article that
was published in the "Neuen Freien Presse" newspaper of January 26, 1869
under the title "Concerning a new kind of correspondence by means of the
post"?

That was the question. And, as we've already said, the argument over
which one should get the credit was debated in Europe for some 30 years.
People used to take postal stationery more seriously than they do now.

But then, after all that arguing, it was more or less generally conceded
that the credit for the idea of the postal card -- a light-weight cardboard
card with a stamp imprinted on it should go to Dr . Hermann, perhaps
mainly because Dr. Von Stephan was unable to sell his idea at the time he
made it public, while Dr . Hermann's proposal, arrived at independently and
without his knowing anything about the Von Stephan proposal, was picked
up and put into use almost immediately by the Austrian postal authorities.

The first postal card, called a "Correspondenzkarte", was put to use by
the Austrian postal officials on October 1st, 1869 . The purpose was to
make a less-expensive method available for individuals and businesses that
wanted to send a brief message rapidly -- in effect, a telegram-like
message but transmitted via the post.

The postal card was an almost instant success in Austria . In the first
month after is was initially issued, some 1 .4 million cards were sold . In
November, December, January and February, the number sold declined
progressively . But then, for some reason, the number of government
postal cards sold in Austria started rising again, and altogether the
Austrians bought more than 9 1/2 million cards in the first year of their use.

That kind of success caught the attention of postal officials all over the
world. In the North German area, where Von Stephan had, meanwhile,
become the top postal official, the government started issuing official
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postal cards on March 1st, 1870 . After that, both Switzerland and England
adopted the idea on the same day -- October 1st, 1870 . In England, the
cards were printed with the legend "Post Card" on the address side, and
in Switzerland they were imprinted with the title "Carte-correspondence".

Other nations adopted the idea as follows : In 1871 -- Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, Finland ; in 1872 -- Norway, Sweden and Russia ; in 1873 -- Spain,
France, Japan and the United States of America ; In 1874 -- Luxemburg and
Italy; in 1876 -- Greece ; in 1878 -- Portugal.

We will not try to itemize them all, but eventually the idea of government
postal cards spread to nations all over the world . Many of the cards had
really fancy printing on the front.

But back to Switzerland, where the government of the Swiss
Confederation authorized the Swiss postal authorities to issue postal cards
for inland use on July 23rd, 1870 . On October 1st of that year, the first
cards were put on sale . The front was imprinted with a decorative border,
a specially designed stamp on the upper left corner, and a space for a
cancel on the upper right corner . Under the title "Carte-correspondence"
in French was printed -- in German, French and Italian -- the instruction
"Space for written massage on the back side" . And below that the words
"Addresse-Indirizzo" . The first word happens to be the same in German
and French, so that killed three languages with two words . Then came
four finely dotted lines on which the address was to be written.

As the years passed, changes were made . The border was changed.
The stamp design was changed . The border was eliminated. The front of
the card was simplified . The stamp was redesigned, over and over . The
cards were soon made larger, and some years later they were made still
larger.

In 1900, on July 2nd, the first commemorative cards were issued, one for
inland postage printed in green and the other for use to foreign countries
printed in red . These cards, for which special cancels were also produced,

memorialized the 25th anniversary of the founding of the Universal Postal
Union . At the same time, the very first Swiss commemorative postage
stamps were issued -- three stamps to mark the same event . Nine years
later, two more special cards were issued, in this case to commemorate
the dedication in Bern of a monument to the worldwide postal system on
October 4th, 1909.

Over the years since then, Swiss postal cards have marked numerous
other events, like national exhibitions . They have promoted tourism with
small pictures of scenic places and promoted the automobile post offices
which moved around the nation to serve postal needs at special events.
In the latter part of the 19th century, picture postcards came into being,
but that is a story in itself.

All of these changes in the Swiss postal cards have created a multitude
of varied cards to tantalize and challenge the philatelic collector . Some of
the collectible cards are relatively rare and hard to find and procure .
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But they still remain an interesting sideline for the philatelist, because they
remain of interest to few collectors . The fact is that, because of the lack
of demand, even postal stationery that is scarce is relatively inexpensive
as compared to other rarities. That's what makes the collection of Swiss
postal cards eminently affordable, because the great majority of philatelic
collectors lack the imagination to collect in these fields where supply and
demand still favor them.

And who knows? -- It is entirely possible that times may change, that
more collectors may discover the fun to be had in searching for postal
cards for their individualistic collections . If that should happen, of course,
demand might increase and even soar, which would send prices (values?)
upward . It's happened before, in other by-ways of Swiss philately . And it
could happen again . One never knows!

Postmarks
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Postmarks
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The Swiss PTT administers together with their own documentation the Central
Library of the VSPV (Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies of which AHPS has
recently become the 142nd member) . They think this vast pool of solid phila-
telic information is well underutilized and would like to see more philate-
lists taking advantage of this free "gold mine" . To that effect they issued
recently a 4-language pamphlet with the English page being reproduced here-
with . I hope you will benefit from that . They are multi-lingual and they are
computerized . Just give them the keywords and they can print out for you the
list of all pertinent articles and books written on a given subject matter.

HRatz
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